
Homemade Fossils – MADE EASY!

It’s easy to “mix up some mesozoic” at home or at school!  Making
homemade fossils is fun and addictive. We’ve got a simple recipe
for creating rock-like relics sure to bring out the Paleontologist in
everyone!

Below you’ll find our cute video with basic instructions plus a list
of materials and extra tips for success. Also lower down the page
get details on how to prepare for a group event and suggestions for

teaching about fossils in an exciting way!



Materials Needed

1. PLASTER OF PARIS – One 4.5 lb. box per 125 students – approximately $5.00.
2. LITTLE PLASTIC CREATURES OR OBJECTS – These objects should be small enough

to fit in the middle of the cup. We trimmed a few small plastic toys to make them fit.
Small shells and found objects with interesting shapes work well. You can usually find
tiny creatures at “dollar” stores.

3. WATER and a container for pouring, e.g., a large container with a small pour spout or
a large water bottle (or several bottles) with a spout that allows you to pour in
small, controlled amounts, for example, approximately 2-3 tablespoons at a time.



4. MODELING OR POTTERY CLAY – We’ve seen 5 pounds for $8 (Amaco brand). Play-
dough doesn’t perform well because it swells, distorting the impression. Modeling or
pottery clay is best and can be reused again and again.

5. SMALL PAPER CUPS (Dixie® bath cups for example) – each child receives one empty cup and
then another cup later, half-filled with dry plaster.

6. POPSICLE STICKS or stirring sticks. One for each child.
7. PERMANENT MARKER – only necessary for large groups. (Used to label.)

Helpful Tips and Tricks

1. The flattened clay ball should take up less than half the cup.
2. Flatten the clay well before making the impression.
3. Place the object upside down in the clay.
4. DO NOT bury the object. Share with your friends. If there is a large group, one set can

be passed around, reducing cost.
5. If a fish, insect or reptile is too big for the small paper cup, consider trimming it. Add

pieces to other objects to morph them into weird creatures.
6. Using one of the paper cups to measure, gently add ½ cup of plaster on top of the
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impression.
7. Add 2-3 tablespoons of water. The consistency should be like thick pancake batter.
8. If too much water, add small amount of plaster QUICKLY!
9. Stir the water and plaster together gently, making sure not to poke the impression

below.
10. Let it sit for a minimum of one hour or overnight (recommended).
11. Tear open the cup over a trash can to reveal your amazing fossil.
12. Reuse the ball of clay for another project. Keep in an airtight container.
13. Compost the paper cup.
14. Use larger cups/containers to make bigger fossils. Remember, you will need more

plaster and clay.

Planning Guidance for Large Groups of Students

BEFORE THE EVENT – Prepare

Materials. One 4.5 box of Plaster of Paris will make 125 fossils (with a little extra left over). You’ll need a
ball of clay for each student as well. It’s probably more economical to buy clay in bulk versus one
small square of modeling clay. We tried using homemade play-dough and all the detail was lost in the
fossil. Firmer clay works better. Count out cups and supplies needed for each child before the event.

Make Mud for the Bottom of the Lake. Make a ball of clay
(a bit smaller than a golf ball for each child. prepare a few extra
to be safe. Store the balls in an airtight container. These balls
will be pushed inside the small cups to simulate ground and silt.
Test one ball to see how big you should make them. The ball
should take up a little less than half the cup. 

Prepare the Lake Bed. Count out a set of cups equal to the
number of fossils you will create. These cups will be given to the
students along with a stirring stick and a ball of clay.

Research and Create Exhibits. This is a learning opportunity for the kids. Do some research on local
fossils, time-lines and examples. Prepare posters, small exhibits or lessons. Keep it short so the kids don’t
get overwhelmed.

BEGINNING OF EVENT – Let’s Learn!

Educate the kids about fossils before they make their own. The first 3-4 minutes of the event



should be captivating and peak everyone’s interest.

Show them real fossils is possible. We brought in real fish, trilobite, ammonites and plant fossils
plus a petrified dino bone! Each child had a real trilobite fossil on their desk to touch.

Excite the students by keeping examples close to home. With a little research beforehand, you
may discover treasures excavated near your school, town or city. We also showed three posters with
pictures of creatures that lived during three important eras: Paleozoic, Mesozoic and Cenozoic.

GROUP ACTIVITY – Create Fossils!

Make Fossils! For a class of 25 students, fossil making takes about 20 minutes from start through
labeling and cleanup. Finally, when it’s time to make the fossils, place one small cup in front of
every child. Write the child’s name or ID on each cup.

Add Clay Silt to the Cup. Plop a ball of clay in each cup or hand over a clay ball to each student.
Instruct the children to carefully flatten the clay with their thumbs. Explain how this resembles silt, dirt or
ground that the creature will lay in.

Make Impressions. Provide the children a selection of miniature objects. Each child selects one object
and presses it into their clay cup, making sure the detail is FACE DOWN in the clay. Do not bury the
object. It needs to be removed. (To minimize cost, transfer the objects from table to table once the
impressions are made. You will only need one set of objects.)  Remove the objects leaving the
impression in the clay. Make sure some detail shows when the object is removed. If an impression is
not satisfactory, smooth out the clay and do again.

Add the Plaster.  Add 1/2 paper cup of DRY plaster into each child’s cup on top of the impression.

Add Just Enough Water. This step requires fast action and observance from one helper. One
adult carefully pours approximately 1 – 3 tablespoons of water on top of the plaster powder. Your goal is to
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create the consistency of thick pancake batter when gently stirred. (Do not make it too runny, your fossils
will not set strong enough and you will have disappointed kids.)

Carefully Stir. Once water is applied, each child immediately and gently stirs the wet mixture with a
stick. Instruct the kids to stir very gently but to make sure the powder is mixed with the water. If it is too
thick, add just a bit more water QUICKLY before it sets.

Store in a dry place away from activity for 24 hours. They may be ready earlier but it’s safer to wait.

Reveal. The following day, help the kids to carefully tear open their cups (over a garbage can or
container) to reveal a neat fossil. They will smile.

Restore. If any crumble because the mixture was too wet, remake. Out of 125, we only replaced 4 due to
the plaster being too wet to start or the impression not being made well and the child was not as excited.

OTHER OPTIONS:

Paint the fossils. This is as much fun as making them. Kids can’t get enough of this craft.
They’ll want to make more!

More Home Grown Fun For You!
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